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Abstract
The precise determination of the CKM matrix element |Vcb| is important for carrying out tests
of the flavour sector of the Standard Model. In this article we present a preliminary analysis
of the B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` decay mode and its isospin conjugate, selected in events that contain a
fully reconstructed B-meson, using 772 million e+ e− → Υ(4S)→ BB¯ events recorded by the Belle
detector at KEKB. Unfolded differential decay rates of four kinematic variables fully describing the
B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` decay in the B-meson rest frame are presented. We measure the total branching
fraction B(B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯`) = (4.95± 0.11± 0.22) × 10−2, where the errors are statistical and
systematic respectively. The value of |Vcb| is determined to be (37.4± 1.3)× 10−3. Both results
are in good agreement with current world averages.
Note: This version contains a corrected value for |Vcb| and the form factor in Tables V and VI
with respect to the version of Feb 6, 2017
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I. INTRODUCTION
Precise determinations of the values of matrix elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1, 2] are important for testing the Standard Model of particle
physics (SM). In this article a precise determination of the magnitude of the CKM matrix
element |Vcb| is reported, based on a measurement of the exclusive decay of B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯`
with D∗+ → D0pi+ and D∗+ → D+pi0 and its isospin conjugate decay mode. In addition,
the unfolded differential decay rates of four kinematic quantities, described in section II, that
fully characterize the semileptonic decay, are reported for the first time in this decay mode.
These measurements will allow for extractions of |Vcb| using unquenched lattice QCD calcu-
lations of the B¯ → D∗ transition form factors beyond zero recoil when they are available in
the future. This measurement complements the previous Belle untagged result in Ref. [5],
by studying the properties of the B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` decay using an orthogonal data set: the
second B-meson in the collision is reconstructed using a fully reconstructed B sample. This
high purity sample allows for more precise reconstruction of the decay kinematics, at the
cost of lower efficiency. Other recent measurements of |Vcb| using the exclusive B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯`
decay have been performed by the Babar experiment [6–8].
This paper is organized as follows: section II briefly reviews the theory describing semilep-
tonic B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` decays. Section III provides a brief overview of the Belle detector and
the data sets used in this analysis. The event reconstruction and selection criteria are sum-
marized in section IV, while section V provides an overview of the extraction of the inclusive
and differential signal yields. Section VI discusses the unfolding procedure. Section VII re-
views the dominant sources of systematic uncertainty. Section VIII describes the procedure
for extracting the CKM matrix element |Vcb|. Section IX concludes the article, with a brief
summary of the key results.
FIG. 1: The helicity angles θ`, θv, and χ that characterize the B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯` decay are shown: the
helicity angle θ` is defined as the angle between the lepton and the direction opposite the B¯-meson
in the virtual W -boson rest frame; similarly θv is defined as the angle between the D meson and
the direction opposite the B¯-meson in the D∗ rest frame; finally the angle χ is defined as the tilting
angle between the two decay planes spanned by the W − ` and D∗ −D systems in the B¯-meson
rest frame.
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II. THEORY OF B¯ → D∗ `− ν¯` DECAYS
The B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯` decay amplitude depends on one non-perturbative hadronic matrix
element that can be expressed using Lorentz invariance and the equation of motion in terms
of B¯ → D∗ form factors. The four transition form factors V , A0/1/2 fully describing the
B¯ → D∗ decay are defined by the hadronic current [9]:
〈D∗(pD∗)|c¯ γµ (1− γ5)PL b|B¯(pB)〉 = 2iV (q
2)
mB +mD∗
µναβ 
∗ ν pαB p
β
D∗ − (m+mD∗)A1(q2)
(
∗µ −
∗ · q
q2
qµ
)
+ A2(q
2)
∗ · q
mB +mD∗
(
(pB + pD∗)µ − m
2 −m2D∗
q2
qµ
)
− 2mD∗A0(q2) 
∗ · q
q2
qµ , (1)
where qµ = (pB − pD∗)µ is the difference between the B¯-meson and D∗-meson four momenta,
and mB and mD∗ denote the B-meson and D
∗-meson masses, respectively. The ∗ terms
denote the polarization of the D∗-meson. The form factors in Eq. 1 are functions of the
four-momentum transfer squared q2, and the differential decay rate B¯ → D∗(→ Dpi) ` ν¯`
may be expressed in the zero lepton mass limit in terms of three helicity amplitudes H0,
H± [9]:
dΓ(B¯ → D∗(→ Dpi) ` ν¯`)
dw d cos θv d cos θ` dχ
=
6mBm
2
D∗
8(4pi)4
√
w2 − 1(1− 2w r + r2)G2F |Vcb|2 × B(D∗ → Dpi)
×
(
(1− cos θ`)2 sin2 θvH2+ + (1 + cos θ`)2 sin2 θvH2−
+ 4 sin2 θ` cos
2 θvH
2
0 − 2 sin2 θ` sin2 θv cos 2χH+H−
− 4 sin θ`(1− cos θ`) sin θv cos θv cosχH+H0
+ 4 sin θ`(1 + cos θ`) sin θv cos θv cosχH−H0
)
, (2)
where the q2 is written as the product of the four-velocities of the initial- and final-state
meson, w = (m2B +m
2
D∗ − q2) /(2mBmD∗) for later convenience and r = mD∗/mB. The
helicity amplitudes are related to the form factors as
H± = (mB +mD∗)A1(q2)∓ 2mB
mB +mD∗
|pD∗|V (q2) , (3)
H0 =
1
2mD∗
√
q2
((
m2B −m2D∗ − q2
)
(mB +mD∗)A1(q
2)− 4m
2
B |pD∗|2
mB +mD∗
A2(q
2)
)
. (4)
The light constituents of the B¯- and D∗-mesons are only lightly perturbed if the velocities
of the b- and c-quarks inside the B¯- and D∗-mesons are similar, e.g. for q2 = q2max or w ∼ 1
[10]. The four form factors in Eq. 1 can be expressed in terms of a single universal form
factor hA1(w) and three ratios Ri(w),
A1 =
w + 1
2
r′hA1(w) , A0 =
R0(w)
r′
hA1(w) ,
A2 =
R2(w)
r′
hA1(w) , V =
R1(w)
r′
hA1(w) , (5)
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with r′ = 2
√
mBmD∗/ (mB +mD∗). Analyticity and unitarity impose strong constraints
on heavy meson decay form factors [11] and the universal form factor and ratios can be
expressed in terms of five parameters {hA1(1), ρ2D∗ , R0/1/2(1)}, cf. Ref. [12]:
hA1(w) = hA1(1)
(
1− 8ρ2D∗z +
(
53ρ2D∗ − 15
)
z2 − (231ρ2D∗ − 91) z3) , (6)
R0(w) = R0(1)− 0.11(w − 1) + 0.01(w − 1)2 , (7)
R1(w) = R1(1)− 0.12(w − 1) + 0.05(w − 1)2 , (8)
R2(w) = R2(1) + 0.11(w − 1)− 0.06(w − 1)2 , (9)
with z =
(√
w + 1−√2) / (√w + 1 +√2). The ratio R0(w) is not important for decays in-
volving light leptons. The current state-of-the-art unquenched calculation Ref. [13] uses up to
three light-quark flavours and yields hA1(1) = 0.906± 0.013. Equation 2 receives additional
electroweak corrections that can be introduced by the replacement of hA1(1)→ hA1(1) ηEW
with ηEW = 1.0066 from Ref. [14]. The remaining three parameters, {ρ2D∗ , R1/2(1)}, need to
be determined experimentally by analyzing the differential B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯` spectrum to convert
the measured branching fraction into a value of |Vcb|:
|Vcb| =
√
B(B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯`)
τ Γ(B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯`) , (10)
where τ is the B-meson lifetime and Γ(B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯`) is the decay rate with the CKM factor
omitted.
III. THE BELLE DETECTOR AND DATA SET
The data sample used in this measurement was recorded with the Belle detector [15],
that operated at the KEKB storage ring [16] between 1999 and 2010. This analysis uses an
integrated luminosity of 711 fb−1 recorded at the centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 10.58 GeV,
corresponding to 772 million e+e− → Υ(4S) → BB¯ events. KEKB is an asymmetric
e+e− collider in which the centre-of-mass of the colliding beams moves with a velocity
of β = 0.425 along the beam axis in the laboratory rest frame. The Belle detector is a
large solid angle magnetic spectrometer optimized to reconstruct e+e− → Υ(4S) → BB¯
collisions. Its principal detector components are: the silicon vertex detector, the 50-layer
central drift chamber, the array of aerogel based Cherenkov counters, the time-of-flight
scintillation counters, and the electromagnetic calorimeter built from CsI(Tl) crystals located
inside a superconducting solenoid coil producing a 1.5 T magnetic field. The outer layer
consists of an instrumented iron flux-return allowing the identification of K0L mesons and
muons. During data taking two different inner detector configurations were used: the first
configuration, corresponding to 152 million BB¯ pairs, consisted of a 2.0 cm beampipe and
a 3-layer silicon vertex detector. The second configuration, used to record the remaining
620 million BB¯ pairs, consisted of a 1.5 cm beampipe, a 4-layer silicon vertex detector, and
a small-cell inner drift chamber [17]. A more detailed description of the detector and its
performance can be found in Refs. [15, 17].
Simulated Monte Carlo (MC) events are used to evaluate background contamination,
reconstruction efficiency and acceptance, and for the unfolding procedure. The samples were
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generated using the EvtGen generator [18], with event sizes corresponding to approximatively
ten times that of the Belle collision data. The interaction of particles traversing the detectors
is simulated using GEANT3 [19]. QED final state radiation was simulated using PHOTOS [20].
The form factor parametrization in section II is used to model the semileptonic B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯`
signal. The B¯ → D ` ν¯` decays are modelled using the form factor parametrization in
Ref. [12]. Semileptonic decays into orbitally excited charmed mesons, B¯ → D∗∗ ` ν¯`, were
modelled using the form factor parametrization of Ref. [21]. The branching fractions for
B-meson and charm decays are taken from Ref. [22]. Efficiencies in the MC are corrected
using data driven control samples.
IV. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND SELECTION
Collision events are reconstructed using the hadronic full reconstruction algorithm of
Ref. [23]: In the algorithm one of the B-mesons, called the Btag-candidate, is reconstructed
in hadronic decay channels using over 1100 decay modes. The efficiency of this approach
is approximately 0.3% and 0.2% for charged and neutral B-mesons, respectively. Despite
the relatively low efficiency, knowledge of the charge and momenta of the decay constituents
in combination with the known beam-energy allows one to precisely infer the flavour and
four-momentum of the second B-meson produced in the collision. The Btag-candidates are
required to have a beam constrained B-meson mass,
Mbc =
√
s/4− |~ptag|2
larger than 5.265 GeV [30], where
√
s denotes the centre-of-mass energy of the colliding
e+e− pair and ~ptag denotes the reconstructed three-momentum of the Btag-candidate in the
centre-of-mass frame of the colliding e+e− pair. In addition a requirement of −0.15 GeV <
∆E < 0.1 GeV is imposed with
∆E = Etag −
√
s/2
and Etag denoting the reconstructed energy of the Btag-candidate in the centre-of-mass
frame of the colliding e+e− pair. In each event a single Btag-candidate is chosen according
to the highest classifier score of the hierarchical full reconstruction algorithm. All tracks
and neutral clusters used to form the Btag-candidate are removed from the event to define
a signal side.
A. Signal side Reconstruction
The signal B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` decay is reconstructed in three steps [31]:
1. A lepton candidate (an electron or muon) is reconstructed, and identified using a
particle identification (PID) likelihood ratio described in Ref. [15]. A minimal lepton
momentum of 0.3 GeV for electrons and 0.6 GeV for muons is required, while the
track of the lepton candidate must be within the detector acceptance with a polar
angle relative to the beam axis of 17◦ < θe < 150◦ and 25◦ < θµ < 145◦ for electrons
and muons, respectively. In addition, impact parameter requirements on the lepton
candidates in the plane perpendicular to the beam are applied. For electron candidates,
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bremsstrahlung and final state radiation photons are recovered using a cone around
the lepton trajectory with an opening angle of 5◦. In the case that several photon
candidates are in this cone, the one with the smallest opening angle to the electron is
used. Events with more than one well identified lepton are vetoed.
2. Charged and neutral D-meson candidates are reconstructed from kaon candidates,
charged tracks and pi0 candidates. Kaons and pions are identified as described in
Ref. [15] using a PID likelihood ratio, and must also satisfy impact parameter require-
ments. The pi0 candidates are reconstructed from photon candidates, which consist
of clusters in the calorimeter not matched to any track. The energy requirement for
photon candidates evolves as a function of polar angle: Eγ > 100 MeV for θγ < 33
◦,
Eγ > 50 MeV for 33
◦ < θγ < 128◦, and Eγ > 150 MeV for θγ > 128◦. The invariant
mass of the pi0 candidates must fall within a mass window of Mpi0 = [0.12, 0.15) GeV.
All combinations of particles that form D0 or D+ meson candidates with an invari-
ant mass within 14 MeV of mD+ = 1870 MeV and mD0 = 1865 MeV respectively,
are used in a fit for a secondary vertex to select a single D0 or D+ candidate per
event. The decay modes used are D+ → K−pi+pi+, D0 → K−pi+, D0 → K−pi+pi0,
D0 → K−pi−pi+pi+, which account for 9.4% and 26.3% of the total D+ and D0 branch-
ing fractions. In events with a D+ candidate no additional track is allowed on the
signal side. In events with a D0 candidate exactly one additional track is required.
3. Finally candidate D∗-mesons are reconstructed: here the decay of D∗+ → D0pi+ is
reconstructed by combining the four-momentum of the reconstructed D0 with the
remaining charged track in the event. Events with D∗+ → D0pi+ candidates are
rejected if the reconstructed mass difference ∆M = MD∗ −MD has a value outside a
window of [135, 155) MeV, corresponding to three times the expected ∆M resolution
as estimated from MC. The decay of D∗+ → D+pi0 is reconstructed by combining the
four-momentum of the reconstructed D+ with all possible pi0 candidates and a single
candidate is chosen by selecting the candidate with a ∆M = MD∗ −MD closest to
the expected value of 140 MeV and fall in the window [130, 150) MeV, corresponding
to three times the expected resolution of ∆M . The D∗+ → D0pi+ and D∗+ → D+pi0
decays account for 98.4% of the total D∗+ branching fraction.
B. Calibration of the hierarchical full reconstruction algorithm
The efficiency of the full hadronic reconstruction algorithm is calibrated using a procedure
described in Ref. [24] based on a study of inclusive B¯ → X ` ν¯` decays. In this approach
full reconstruction events are selected by requiring exactly one lepton on the signal side,
employing the same lepton and Btag selection criteria as outlined above. The B¯ → X ` ν¯`
enriched events are split into subsamples according to their hadronic Btag final state topology
and further separated into specific ranges of the multivariate classifier used in the hierar-
chical selection. Each subsample is studied individually to derive a calibration factor for
the hadronic tagging efficiency: this is done by confronting the number of inclusive semilep-
tonic B-meson decays, N(B¯ → X ` ν¯`), in data with the expectation from the simulation,
NMC(B¯ → X ` ν¯`), assuming the branching fraction of Ref. [22]. The semileptonic yield is
determined by a binned likelihood fit to the spectrum of the lepton three-momentum and
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the correction factors in each subsample is given by
Ctag = N(B¯ → X ` ν¯`)/NMC(B¯ → X ` ν¯`) . (11)
The free parameters of the fit were prompt semileptonic B¯ → X ` ν¯` decays, fake lepton
contributions and secondary true lepton contributions and in total 1120 correction factors
were determined. The largest uncertainties on the Ctag correction factors are from the
assumed B¯ → X ` ν¯` shape and the lepton PID performance, cf. Section VII.
V. RECONSTRUCTION OF KINEMATIC QUANTITIES AND SIGNAL EX-
TRACTION
The signal B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` can be reconstructed using the missing momentum in the
collision,
pmiss = pν = pe+e− − ptag − pD∗ − p` , (12)
where the subscript indicates the corresponding four-momenta of the colliding e+e− pair, the
tag side B-meson, and the reconstructed signal side D∗ and lepton. To separate signal B¯0 →
D∗+ `− ν¯` decays from background processes, the missing mass squared used, calculated from
the missing momentum via
M2miss = p
2
miss . (13)
Only correctly reconstructed signal peaks at M2miss = 0, consistent with a single missing
neutrino. Figure 2 shows the reconstructed M2miss distribution after the initial selection and
the reconstruction of the D∗+-meson: correctly reconstructed B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` signal decays
are shown in red and sharply peak around M2miss ∼ 0. Decays of real D0, D+ or D∗+
candidates that have been incorrectly reconstructed are shown in brown and exhibit very
similar resolution in M2miss. Fake lepton contributions, continuum events and B¯ → D ` ν¯`
decays are negligible; the largest selected background contribution is from B¯ → D∗∗ ` ν¯`
decays and other non-semileptonic B-meson decays that pass the selection criteria. Most of
these are from cascade decays, where a secondary decay of a D-meson produced a lepton.
The kinematic variables w, cos θ`, cos θv and χ are reconstructed from the four momenta
of the signal side D∗+, the charged lepton, and the tag-side B-meson. The hadronic recoil,
w, is determined by reconstructing the four-momentum of the signal-side B¯-meson as pB =
pe+e−−ptag and combining it with the D∗+ four-momentum; the decay angles are calculated
from all four-vectors boosted into the rest-frame of the signal B¯-meson. The helicity angle θ`
is the angle between the lepton and the direction opposite to the B¯-meson in the virtual W -
boson rest frame. The helicity angle θv is the angle between the D meson and the direction
opposite the B¯-meson in the D∗ rest frame. Finally, χ is the angle between the two decay
planes spanned by the W − ` and D∗ − D systems in the B¯-meson rest frame. Figure 3
compares the reconstructed kinematic variables in data with the expectation from MC.
The number of B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` signal events is calculated using an unbinned maximum
likelihood fit to the M2miss distribution. Incorrectly reconstructed D
∗+-mesons are treated
as a resolution effect in the variables in question when extracting the form factors in Sec-
tion VIII. Similarly, all backgrounds are merged into a single component, fixing their relative
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3. Extraction of the signal yield in the projections of the kinematic variables
In order to measure the di erential branching ratio projections as functions of the four kinematic variables,
the signal yields have to be extracted in each bin of the kinematic distributions. Therefore, a fit to the
missing mass squared is performed in each bin to determine the signal and the background contributions.
3.1. The missing mass squared distribution
The missing mass squared, m2mis, of a semileptonic decay is a variable that quantifies the invariant mass
corresponding to the undetected momentum. It is given by:
m2mis = (pB ≠ pDú ≠ p¸)2 , (7)
where pi are the reconstructed momenta. For B æ Dú¸‹ decays, only the neutrino is undetected. The
signal therefore peaks around the neutrino mass, which is zero. Correctly reconstructed B æ Dú¸‹ decays
form a narrower peak than the wrongly reconstructed ones. Background decays however are not expected
to peak around zero. The B æ Dúú¸‹ component peaks at positive values of m2mis, as some particles have
not been found. In contrary to this, the B æ D¸‹ component peaks around negative values of m2mis, as
an additional particle has wrongly been assigned to the signal B decay. Continuum background is uniform
in m2mis. The distributions are shown in Fig. 9. This variable is therefore well suited to separate signal
from background and can be used in a fit. Nevertheless, correctly and wrongly reconstructed B æ Dú¸‹
events can hardly be separated as both components exhibit very similar shapes in m2mis and the resulting
yields are strongly anti-correlated, leading to a large fit uncertainty for the yields of correctly reconstructed
signal decays. To avoid this both components have been fitted together and treated as the signal in what
follows. The drawback of this approach is larger migrations of events between the bins of the reconstructed
kinematic distributions with respect to the true distributions, as the resolution of the kinematic variable
reconstruction is worse for the sum of correctly and wrongly reconstructed events.
Further, one introduces the implicit assumption that the fraction of wrongly and correctly reconstructed
events in MC is consistent between data and MC. In App. B a study is documented that investigates this
assumption by explicitly separating both components by employing the small di erences in resolution to
disentangle both fit yields. No evidence is seen that the ratio in data and MC is di erent.
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Figure 9: m2mis distributions for the selected charged (left) and neutral (right) B æ Dú¸‹ candidates.
3.2. Unbinned likelihood fit using Kernel estimation
To extract the signal yields in bins of the kinematic distributions for charged and neutral B mesons, an
unbinned likelihood fit to the m2mis distribution in each bin has been performed. The fit is executed using
the RooFit [11] package and the templates for the signal and background m2mis originate from MC. The
free parameters in the fit to data are the signal and background normalizations. The resulting yields are
typically anti-correlated with a correlation of up to -30%.
To obtain smooth PDFs for the signal and background components, Gaussian kernel estimators are used
to approximate the underlying probability density funcions (PDFs) using the package of RooKeysPdfs: a
smooth PDF is constructed by summing Gaussian functions a width proportional to the event density in the
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FIG. 2: The M2miss distribution of all events after the B¯
0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` reconstruction. The
coloured histograms correspond to either correctly (red) or incorrectely reconstructed signal
(brown) or various backgrounds. The largest background comes from semileptonic B¯ → D∗∗ ` ν¯`
decays and other B-meson decays.
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3.2. Unbinned likelihood fit using Kernel estimation
To extract the signal yields in bins of the kinematic distributions for charged and neutral B mesons, an
unbinned likelihood fit to the m2mis distribution in each bin has been performed. The fit is executed using
the RooFit [11] package and the templates for the signal and background m2mis originate from MC. The
free parameters in the fit to data are the signal and background normalizations. The resulting yields are
typically anti-correlated with a correlation of up to -30%.
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FIG. 3: The reconstructed kinematic variables w, cos θ`, cos θv, and χ are shown, as defined in
the text.
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contributions to the values in the simulation. The likelihood function has the form
L(M2miss; νsig, νbkg) =
e−ν
n!
n∏
i
(
νsigS(M2miss i) + νbkgB(M2miss i)
)
(14)
where νsig is the fitted number of signal events, νbkg is the fitted number of background
events, and ν = νsig + νbkg is the mean value of the Poisson distribution for n observed
events in data. The terms S(M2miss i) and B(M2miss i) denote the signal and background
probability distribution functions (PDFs) respectively, evaluated for an event i with a value
of missing mass squared of M2miss i. The likelihood Eq. 14 is maximized numerically, either
for all events or in bins of the kinematic observables. The number of signal events is not
constrained to be positive in the fit. The signal and background PDFs are constructed from
signal and background MC events using Gaussian kernel estimators [25] and the fit tested
with pseudo-experiments and independent subsets of MC events to ensure the the procedure
is statistically unbiased.
A. Total branching fraction fit result
The number of signal events obtained from the fit is νsig = 2374 ± 53. We also provide
separate results for electron and muon final states, which are in good agreement with the
expectation from MC as summarised in Table I. The number of signal decays can be con-
verted into the B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` branching fraction using the total number of BB¯ events
produced at Belle of NBB¯ = (772± 11)×106, the product of the reconstruction and tagging
efficiency (recotag), and the B
0/B+ production ratio f+0 defined as
f+0 =
B(Υ(4S)→ B+B¯+)
B(Υ(4S)→ B0B¯0) = 1.058± 0.024 , (15)
from Ref. [22]. The product of the reconstruction and tagging efficiency is determined from
MC after application of the calibration procedure described in Section IV B:
(recotag) = 3.19× 10−5 . (16)
The measured B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` branching fraction is then given by
B(B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯`) = ν
sig (recotag)
−1
4NBB¯ (1 + f+0)
−1 , (17)
where the factor of 4 accounts for having two B-mesons in each decay and that we average
the branching fraction over both light leptons. We measure
B(B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯`) = (4.95± 0.11± 0.22)× 10−2 , (18)
where the first error in the branching fraction is statistical and the second error from sys-
tematic uncertainties. A full breakdown of the systematic uncertainties is discussed in
Section VII. This branching fraction can be compared with the current world average
Bwa(B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯`) = (4.88± 0.01± 0.10)× 10−2 , (19)
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` νsig νsigMC recotag
e+ µ 2374± 53 2310.1 3.19× 10−5
e 1306± 40 1248.8 3.45× 10−5
µ 1066± 34 1061.3 2.93× 10−5
TABLE I: The measured (νsig) and expected (νsigMC) B¯
0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` signal yields are listed for the
combined fit and for the electron and muon subsamples, as well as the product of the reconstruction
and tagging efficiencies.
from Ref. [29] and we find good agreement. For the separate branching fractions to ` = e
and ` = µ we find
B(B¯0 → D∗+ e− ν¯e) = (5.04± 0.15± 0.23)× 10−2 , (20)
and
B(B¯0 → D∗+ µ− ν¯µ) = (4.84± 0.15± 0.22)× 10−2 , (21)
where both are in good agreement with each other and hence with the average Eq. 18. The
ratio of both branching fractions is measured to be
Reµ =
B(B¯0 → D∗+ e− ν¯e)
B(B¯0 → D∗+ µ− ν¯µ) = 1.04± 0.05± 0.01 . (22)
B. Differential fit and statistical correlations
Each bin of the measured distributions of the hadronic recoil and angular variables is
independently fitted for signal yields, and hence there is no assumption on the background
distribution across these variables. The distributions are fitted in ten bins each using an
equidistant binning (but extending the last bin in w to account for the kinematic endpoint
of the spectrum). This choice is a compromise of providing differential information, but
also to reduce migration between the reconstructed and true underlying value of the kine-
matic quantities. A summary of the bin boundaries can be found in Table II. Figure 4
shows the M2miss distribution for three out of the forty differential bins for w ∈ [1, 1.05),
cos θ` ∈ [0.8, 1.0) and χ ∈ [0, pi/5). The purity in each bin is very high and the unbinned
PDFs have been integrated over the bins to allow for an easier comparison. The finite de-
tector resolution and the mis-reconstruction of signal-side particles result in migration.The
inversion or unfolding of such effects for comparison to theory is discussed in Section VI.
The measured yields of the four kinematic variables are statistically correlated with each
other as they a formed from the same reconstructed events. In order to simultaneously use
information from {w, cos θ`, cos θv, χ} in the fit to determine |Vcb|, these correlations must
be determined. This is achieved by using a bootstrapping procedure [26]: in each data
subsample each data event is assigned a different Poisson weight P (ν = 1) and the yield
extraction is repeated using these weighted events. A large number of subsamples is used
to calculate the statistical correlation between the various bins.
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Variable Bins
w [1.00, 1.05, 1.10, 1.15, 1.20, 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.40, 1.45, 1.504]
cos θ` [−1.0,−0.8,−0.6,−0.4,−0.2, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0]
cos θv [−1.0,−0.8,−0.6,−0.4,−0.2, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0]
χ [0, pi/5, 2pi/5, 3pi/5, 4pi/5, pi, 6pi/5, 7pi/5, 8pi/5, 9pi/5, 2pi]
TABLE II: The binning of the w, cos θ`, cos θv, and χ distributions is shown.
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FIG. 4: The M2miss distributions after the likelihood fit for three representative bins in w, cos θ`,
and χ are shown. The PDFs were integrated over the corresponding bin boundaries for comparison
between the data points and the signal and background contributions.
VI. UNFOLDING OF DIFFERENTIAL YIELDS
Finite detector resolution and mis-reconstructed D or D∗+-mesons result in migrations
between the kinematic bins of {w, cos θ`, cos θv, χ}. Such migrations can be expressed in a
detector response matrix of conditional probabilities, P(reco bin i | true bin j),
Mij = P(reco bin i | true bin j) , (23)
defined for each kinematic observable. The vector of extracted yields νsig for a given kine-
matic observable x can then be related to the vector of differential branching fractions
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∆B/∆x as
∆B/∆x = (recotag)−1 ×M−1 × νsig × 1
4NBB¯ (1 + f+0)
−1 . (24)
Here the efficiency of reconstructing an event with a given true value of the kinematic variable
x inside a bin j is parametrized as a diagonal matrix recotag:
(recotag)jj = A(true bin j) , (25)
which is often called the acceptance A(true bin j). Inverting the detector response in Eq. 24
is a non-trivial task: a direct numerical inversion of M leads to a large enhancement of
statistical fluctuations. For the extraction of |Vcb|, the underlying theory is folded with the
detector response and the acceptance. To preserve the measured spectra, the migration ma-
trix is inverted using the SVD unfolding algorithm [27] Additional uncertainties are included
in the error budget, introducing variations of 3σ in the world average of the measured form
factors to estimate the model error.
Table III lists the unfolded information converted in differential rates ∆Γ/∆x = ∆B/∆x×
τ−1 using the B0-lifetime of τ = 1.520 ps. The full correlation matrix is provided in Ap-
pendix A.
Variable Bin ∆Γ/∆x [10−15 GeV]
w 1 1.32± 0.11
2 2.08± 0.15
3 2.39± 0.15
4 2.57± 0.16
5 2.63± 0.16
6 2.46± 0.15
7 2.25± 0.14
8 2.08± 0.14
9 1.99± 0.13
10 1.83± 0.14
cos θv 1 2.80± 0.20
2 2.30± 0.14
3 1.95± 0.13
4 1.70± 0.12
5 1.58± 0.12
6 1.65± 0.11
7 1.77± 0.12
8 2.00± 0.14
9 2.50± 0.17
10 3.19± 0.25
Variable Bin ∆Γ/∆x [10−15 GeV]
cos θ` 1 0.73± 0.07
2 1.18± 0.10
3 1.64± 0.11
4 2.04± 0.14
5 2.34± 0.15
6 2.50± 0.16
7 2.54± 0.16
8 2.68± 0.16
9 2.83± 0.21
10 2.82± 0.25
χ 1 1.86± 0.16
2 2.31± 0.16
3 2.59± 0.16
4 2.37± 0.16
5 1.95± 0.13
6 1.87± 0.15
7 2.11± 0.15
8 2.33± 0.16
9 2.15± 0.15
10 1.89± 0.16
TABLE III: The unfolded differential rates in units of 10−15 GeV are shown.
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VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
There are several systematic uncertainties that affect the measured yields and branching
fractions: Table IV summarizes the most important sources for the B(B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯`)
branching fraction while the full set of systematics discussed in this section is also derived
for the detector response and acceptance corrections, and propagated accordingly into the
determination of |Vcb| and the form factors.
The largest systematic uncertainty on the branching fraction stems from the uncertainty
on the tagging calibration, which is evaluated by shifting the central values of the correction
factors, Ctag, according to their corresponding statistical and correlated systematic uncer-
tainties. The systematic uncertainties on the correction factors are due to the modelling of
the B¯ → X ` ν¯` reference decay and the lepton PID efficiency errors and fake rates. Several
replicas of the MC with these new correction factors are produced. The resulting differential
spectra are almost unaffected by the change in tagging correction, thus only the impact on
the overall acceptance is evaluated. The systematic error is estimated using a 68% spread
of the change in acceptance from many replicas and found to be of the order of 3.6%. The
uncertainty on the tracking efficiency is 0.35% per track and assumed to be fully corre-
lated between all signal-side tracks. Possible differences on the tracking efficiency between
simulated and measured events on the tagging side are absorbed in the tagging calibration
factor. The uncertainty on the pi0 reconstruction efficiency is 2%. Uncertainties on external
parameters, such as the uncertainty on the number B-meson pairs (NBB¯) produced at Belle,
the uncertainty on f+0, and decay branching fractions are varied within their uncertainties
and propagated to the final results. The constructed PDF shapes for signal and background
components exhibit statistical uncertainties from the finite size of the MC samples. The
resulting uncertainties are evaluated by bootstrapping the MC and replicas are produced by
reweighing each MC event with a Poisson distribution of mean ν = 1. For each MC replica
the PDF shapes are rebuilt and the signal extraction on data is repeated. The resulting 68%
spread in the extracted yields are used as an estimator for the systematic uncertainty. The
uncertainties from electron, muon, and kaon PID efficiency corrections are also evaluated by
producing replicas of the data: each replica is reweighed by a weight corresponding to the
statistical and systematic error of the corresponding PID ratio, taking into account that the
systematic errors are correlated over all events. This is done separately for each source and
the 68% spread on the final result is used as the uncertainty. For the construction of the
systematic covariance matrix all uncertainties from a given single source are assumed to be
fully correlated across all bins with the exception of the statistical uncertainty on the PDF
shapes.
VIII. PRECISE DETERMINATION OF |Vcb|
The differential yields and their correlations are used to extract the form factor parameters
defined in Section II and |Vcb|. This is done by constructing a χ2 function of the form
χ2 =
(
νsig − νpredsig
)
C−1
(
νsig − νpredsig
)
+ χ2NP , (26)
with νsig the vector of measured yields, and ν
pred
sig = (recotag)×M×∆Γ/∆x τ the pre-
dicted number of signal events. The differential decay rate ∆Γ/∆x is a function of the four
parameters of interest, {|Vcb| , ρ2D∗ , R1(1), R2(1)}.
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Error Source ∆B [%]
Tagging Calibration 3.6
Tracking Efficiency 1.6
NBB¯ 1.4
f+0 1.1
PDF shapes 0.9
pi0 Efficiency 0.5
B(D → Kpi(pi)(pi)) 0.4
B(D∗ → Dpi) 0.2
B(B¯ → D∗∗ ` ν¯`) 0.2
e PID 0.2
µ PID 0.1
pislow Eff. 0.1
B(B¯ → D ` ν¯`) < 0.1
B¯ → D(∗,∗∗) ` ν¯` FFs < 0.1
Lepton Fakerates < 0.1
K PID < 0.1
Total 4.5
TABLE IV: Summary of the relative systematic errors ordered by importance in the total branching
fraction measurement.
The covariance matrix C contains all uncertainties associated to the signal extraction,
while additional nuisance parameter terms χ2NP are added to account for the uncertainties
from multiplicative factors degenerate with |Vcb|. The normalization of the universal form
factor, hA1(1), is constrained to the lattice prediction of Ref. [13] (cf. Section II) using a
constraint term of the form
χ2la =
(
hA1(1)− hlaA1(1)
)2
/
(
σlahA1(1)
)2
, (27)
where hlaA1(1) = 0.906 and σ
la
hA1(1)
= 0.013. Similar constraints are added to propagate the
uncertainties from the full reconstruction algorithm calibration uncertainty, the error on the
number of BB¯-meson pairs, and the uncertainty on f+0.
Equation 26 is numerically minimized to find the best fit values for |Vcb| while the form
factor parameters and their uncertainties are determined by scanning the ∆χ2 + 1 contours.
Figure 5 shows the fitted yields for all four variables as well as their respective best fit values
and uncertainties. The fit has a χ2 = 40.1 with 40− 4 degrees of freedom, corresponding to
a fit probability of 30%. We measure
|Vcb| = (37.4± 1.3)× 10−3 , (28)
where the values of the form factors and of |Vcb| are in good agreement with the cur-
rent world average [29]. All numerical values are summarized in Table V, and Figure 6
shows the extracted values of |Vcb| : ρ2D∗ and R1(1) : R2(1). The correlation between
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FIG. 5: The fit result (solid red histograms) and the corresponding ∆χ2 + 1 errors (dashed
histograms) are shown. Details of the fit can be found in the text.
Parameter This result World Average
|Vcb| × 103 37.4± 1.3 39.2± 0.7
ρ2D∗ 1.03± 0.13 1.21± 0.03
R1(1) 1.38± 0.07 1.40± 0.03
R2(1) 0.87± 0.10 0.85± 0.02
TABLE V: The best-fit values of the fit is compared with the world average from Ref. [29].
{|Vcb| , ρ2D∗ , R1(1), R2(1)} is determined to be
C =

1 0.41 −0.20 −0.14
0.41 1 0.19 −0.86
−0.20 0.19 1 −0.46
−0.14 −0.86 −0.46 1
 . (29)
The results of the |Vcb| and form factor fit to the unfolded differential branching fractions
are provided in Appendix B .
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FIG. 6: The best fit values for |Vcb|:ρ2D∗ and R1(1) : R2(1) with the corresponding ∆χ2 + 1,
∆χ2 + 2, and ∆χ2 + 4 contours are shown in red, while black contour shows the current world
average from Ref. [29].
IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the precise determination of |Vcb| using semileptonic B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` decays
using a fully reconstructed dataset is reported. The total and differential signal yields in
kinematic observables are extracted: the recoil parameter w and three decay angles that fully
characterize the B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` decay. The statistical correlations of the four variables are
determined and the yields are unfolded as binned differential decay widths.From the total
yield the B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯` branching fraction is determined to be
B(B¯0 → D∗+ `− ν¯`) = (4.95± 0.11± 0.22)× 10−2 , (30)
which is in good agreement with the current world average of Ref. [22]. The value of |Vcb| is
determined by simultaneously fitting all four kinematic variables:
|Vcb| = (37.4± 1.3)× 10−3 , (31)
which is in good agreement with the current world average [29]. The unfolded differential
decay rates are reported for the first time, which can be directly compared to theoretical
expectations. Finally, using the full correlation matrix of the extracted form factor param-
eters, a prediction for the ratio of semileptonic decays with τ and light lepton final states
can be computed,
R(D∗) =
B(B¯ → D∗ τ ν¯τ )
B(B¯ → D∗ ` ν¯`) , (32)
with ` = e or µ. This is of interest as many recent measurements report a significant
enhancement over the SM expectation of this ratio. Using the fitted values of ρ2D∗ , R1(1)
and R2(1) and the associated uncertainties we obtain
R(D∗)SM = 0.242± 0.005 , (33)
based on a value of R0(1) = 1.14±0.11 from Ref. [28] for the form factor ratio unconstrained
by light lepton measurements. This ratio is slightly lower than the prediction from Ref. [28]
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of R(D∗)SM = 0.252± 0.003 and in tension with the current world average [29]
R(D∗)wa = 0.310± 0.015± 0.008 , (34)
where the first error is statistical and the second from systematic uncertainties. The tension
between the predicted and the observed values is approximately 3.8 standard deviations.
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Appendix A: Correlation matrix of the unfolded spectra
The correlation matrix of the unfolded differential rates is listed below: The full error
covariance can be obtained by combining the quoted error in Table III with these values.
The ordering of the correlations is {w, cos θv, cos θ`, χ}.
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Appendix B: |Vcb| fit of the unfolded spectra
The unfolded fit result is summarized in Table VI and Figs. 7 and 8. The fit has a
χ2 = 34.2 with 40-4 degrees of freedom, corresponding to a fit probability of 47%. The
correlation matrix of the parameters {|Vcb| , ρ2D∗ , R1(1), R2(1)} is determined to be
C =

1 0.63 −0.04 −0.37
0.63 1 0.20 −0.83
−0.04 0.20 1 −0.21
−0.37 −0.83 −0.21 1
 . (B1)
Parameter folded result unfolded result
|Vcb| × 103 37.4± 1.3 38.2± 1.5
ρ2D∗ 1.04± 0.13 1.17± 0.15
R1(1) 1.38± 0.07 1.39± 0.09
R2(1) 0.86± 0.10 0.91± 0.08
TABLE VI: The best-fit values from fitting the unfolded spectra is shown and compared to the
fit result using the less model dependent folding method.
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FIG. 7: The best fit values for |Vcb|:ρ2D∗ and R1(1) : R2(1) with the corresponding ∆χ2 + 1,
∆χ2 + 2, and ∆χ2 + 4 contours are shown for the fit of the unfolded decay rates in red. Black
shows the current world average from Ref. [29].
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FIG. 8: The best fit values (solid red lines) and the corresponding ∆χ2 + 1 errors (dashed lines)
of the unfolded decay rates are shown.
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